
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 3 November 2021 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Mostafa I for always pushing himself in Science and making the most of his 

education. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Precious E, Maise, Calum K and Nicholas K for showing determination to 

succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Leila D for showing great determination in your Maths lessons; Lucas F for 

showing great enthusiasm on this week's topic in Maths; Leyton D for showing great work rate during this week's 

topic in Maths! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Barbara S and Naema A for always being polite and cheerful in every 

encounter we have, and working so hard in Lexia; Jonathan H, Sabrina C, Faye A and Remmy B for always being 

polite, and working so hard in Lexia; Leighton T and Teniola T for working very well in Lexia; Emily B for always 

being polite and cheerful in every encounter we have, and  showing me excellent drawings. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Mostafa I for completing an excellent piece of writing in Spanish with lots 

of detail; Aiden A for working hard in Spanish and showing enthusiasm to answer questions; Barbara S and 

Naema A for always being polite, helpful and friendly in the classroom and around school. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Lola D for showing determination in PE by not giving up until her group was 

able to complete a lift in gymnastics; Sofia M, Alydia H and Esther E for showing Integrity in PE and working 

brilliantly as a group to complete a taskcard. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Kadie-Lee M for always being polite, respectful and determined in Science. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Gabriella C for showing the values of determination and respect by always 

helping and supporting others. Well done Gabriella; Lewis B for showing the value of determination by always 

giving 100% percent effort and producing a great dixons journal. Well done Lewis; Riley F for showing the values 

of integrity and respect by always doing the right thing and respecting others. Well done Riley! 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Bethany E for being kind, helpful and always trying to improve. An incredible 

attitude towards her learning; Adam J for showing resilience when struggling with a topic in maths and becoming 

a wizard with prime factors! Well done Adam; Julia K for working hard every single lesson, completing challenging 

extension tasks and scoring 100% in her assessment. Absoloute superstar! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Leyton T for trying his best in every geography lesson; Harvey T for using 

some amazing subject specific language in his lessons and being a polite and respectful member of the class; Laila 

J for showing real determination in her geography lessons this week. 

Miss Spencer would like to appreciate Faye A, Mia E, Jonathan H and Frankie W for always showing 

determination and using their listening skills every DEAR lesson. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Emily R for completing additional maths work to consolidate what she has 

learnt - amazing! 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Joel M, David A and Jonathan H for excellent determination shown in 

English lessons this week. 

  



 

 

 

 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Harvey T for showing extreme levels of determination when completing 

his 10 mark essay question; Bradley L and Callum K for showing good determination and curiosity during 

extended writing; Lewis B for always being polite and cheerful in every encounter we have; Filip S for working 

with determination throughout this year; Rocco L and Alfie B for a really strong effort in his extended writing; 

Khloe W for showing the integrity and respect required of all pupils at DFA; Beren Y and Alan B for always 

working with determination in History; Thomas L for a really improved attitude in History this week; Lucas F for 

always contributing positively in lessons and showing great respect. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Faye A for showing more confidence in French lessons this week; Joel R for 

always working really hard in french lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 3 November 2021 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ruby R, Tony S and Ruby B for producing an excellent piece of extended writing 

about recycling in Science; John M for contributing some fantastic History knowledge about The Great Depression to 

the class discussion in DEAR time. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Jamie F and Andrey R for improved effort and focus in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate her entire Year 8 class for amazing do nows, equipment checks and showing 

great resilience during a really difficult topic. Well done to you! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate John M, Jamie F, Louis F, Tien N, Lewis C and Ruby B for always being a polite 

and respectful member of the class. And working hard in Lexia; Lee B for working extrtemely well in Lexia; Peter W for 

working hard in Lexia. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Daniel D for always putting 100% effort into his Spanish and making great 

progress; Lacey-May H for always working hard in Spanish and helping others around her; Louis F for being 100% on 

task and making good progress in Spanish. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Jessica H for always being focused and determined in lessons. Well done. Keep it up; 

Leah P for producing excellent work in Science; Liene Z for making brilliant contributions to class discussions. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Jamie L for brilliant progress in History; Mia E for showing integrity by having full 

equipment; Lee B for showing determination and respect by attending lessons with a postive attitude and trying his 

best. Keep it up Lee! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lee B for showing the value of determination by putting 100% effort in DEAR 

sessions. Well done Lee! 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Finley F for showing great improvement in every aspect of his attitude and 

behaviour and producing some incredible work as a result, well done Fin; Charles M for another week of choosing to 

work hard every single day, a positive planner comment 4 days running! I am so impressed Charles, well done! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Lee B for producing an amazing piece of work in computer science when Mr 

McGrath was off; Richard W for always putting 100% effort into his Geography and making great progress; Isabella W 

for always being a polite and respectful member of the class. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Dominykas M for trying so hard to improve his behaviour so that he can learn 

more in maths and for solving difficult equations. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Emily D for excellent determination shown by completing additional work for 

English; Leah P for excellent determination shown by working really hard in English lectures. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Lee B for producing an excellent presentation about Network Components! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Alfie W, Casey B, Alfie M and Mark I for always being positive with 

contributions in History and always acting with respect; Emily D for a really improved attitude in History this week, 

keep it up; Blake G for a really positive approach in History with great contributions and excellent knowledge; Riley H 

for always being a pleasure to speak to about History, and sharing his interesting facts about the past; Chay B for a 

more positive attitude in History with some really good contributions and answers; Nathan C for sharing an 

outstanding piece of independent work and always being a pleasure to speak to. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Harry J for showing more confidence in French lessons this week; Richard W for 

always working really hard in French lessons.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 3 November 2021 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Benjamin W for producing an excellent piece of extended writing about 

atoms in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Maddie T for improved focus and effort in Spanish lessons. Keep it up; Christy 

W for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Ryan J and Jamie M for producing some great spoken responses in 

Spanish; Keigan C for making excellent progress in Spanish and producing some lovely responses. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Rhys T for making excellent contributions in History and linking previously 

learnt information to the current topic. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Sam E for always being on task, giving 100% and being a pleasure to have in 

class; Wealth O for always getting it right, working incredibly hard and always being so helpful without being 

asked. Thank you so much; Blake L for working so hard in maths lessons, some incredible work, well done Blake! 

Miss Sandland would like to appreciate Jorgie F for really improving his attitude to learning this week, well done; 

Louie D for always being a polite and respectful member of the class; Christy W for really improving his attitude 

to learning this week, well done! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate James W for improving in maths by doing extra work on Hegarty maths - well 

done; Ethan G for improving his attitude in maths and joining in with the Year 11 revision and getting answers 

right; her whole maths class for being very respectful and silent when Miss Tasker lost her voice. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Viesturs K, Kayden D and Sam E for brilliant focus in science demonstrating 

real integrity; Lacey-May H Brilliant focus in maths demonstrating real integrity. 

Mr Anderton Ms OGrady would like to appreciate Nikol K for always giving 100% and excellent work and progress 

this year. You are a pleasure to teach Nikol, thank you; Sam L for always giving 100% and excellent work and 

progress this year. You are a pleasure to teach Sam, thank you; Lucas D for always giving 100% and excellent work 

and progress this year. You are a pleasure to teach Lucas, thank you; Harrison T for always giving 100% and 

excellent work and progress this year. You are a pleasure to teach Harrison, thank you; Kyra S for always giving 

100% and excellent work and progress this year. You are a pleasure to teach Kyra, thank you; Charley B for always 

giving 100% and excellent work and progress this year. You are a pleasure to teach Charley, thank you. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Daisy M Excellent effort and determination shown in English - great work! 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Callum G for creating a fantastic presentation in Computer Science. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Ellis K for being respectful at all times and being a pleasure to converse 

with; David R for showing respect and integrity during our conversation; Millie C for always doing the right thing 

and being positive; a genuine pleasure to have in 9A; Loren F for showing some real determination in school this 

week and being positive in her approach; Megan S for continued efforts in homework and always knowing what 

the right thing to do is; thank you; Stas G for always acting with integrity and being respectful; Sophie E for some 

really good contributions in History this week, well done; Joel R for always contributing well in History and acting 

with integrity; Charley B for always being positive in History and showing excellent understanding; Alexis S for 

demonstrating some realy good understanding and excellent knowledge. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 3 November 2021 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ellie M, Mckenzie L, Jessica T, Annie B, Faye J, Aimee C, Tyler C, Lucy D, 

Khaia A, Thomas H, Mark C and Abbie H for producing an excellent piece of extended writing about atoms in 

Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Katie J and Oresti K for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Sophie J for amazing focus and hard work in Maths this week. Keep it up; 

Alan G for amazing work in Maths this week, working with accuracy and precision. Well done; Michael M for 

great effort in Maths this week and perserving with tough questions; Joseph R for showing great understanding in 

Maths this week and amazing accuracy on tough questions! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Leighton H and Joy D for always being polite and working very hard in Lexia 

and all lessons. 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Thomas H for such effort completing his book review in DEAR and so many 

positive planner comments from his lessons this week! Well done Tom; Reece M for an incredible effort writing 

his book review, an outstanding piece of work Reece, well done; Thomas S for his impeccable manners, his 

consistent positive attitude and for taking the time to say 'Good Morning Miss' as soon as I see him each day. 

Thank you Tom; Denis G for being courteous, enthusiastic, hard working and arriving with the biggest smile every 

single day. A pleasure to teach, well done Denis. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Mason H for writing perfect explanations using full sentences when 

explaining angle facts - a great exam skill displayed here; Charlize M for a big improvement in attitude in lessons 

and also for catching up on missed work on Hegarty maths - well done! 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Sophie J for always working hard in Business; Bella B for great 

determination in Business, has developed strong subject knowledge; Karam El-E and Emma D for excellent 

contributions in Business - especially higher mark questions. 

Mr Kingstone would like to appreciate Kyriaki G for excellent determination shown in English; Preslav M and Lee 

W for excellent contributions in English - well done. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Gbolade T for a much improved attitude in History this week, well done; 

Tom M for huge improvement towards the end of the week in History; Georgia N for showing determination to 

succeed in History lessons this week; Emma D for always having a really good approach in lessons and 

demonstrating excellent understanding. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Lexi C and Thomas W for always working really hard in French lessons; James 

C for always being polite and friendly every day! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 3 November 2021 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Kaiya M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; 

Dylan M for always 100% effort in Spanish lessons and homework. Well done! 

Miss Ronan would like to appreciate Joseph A for always giving 100%, working hard to achieve that grade 9 he is 

so capable of, such a gifted mathematician!! Well done Joe; Ellie P for an incredible attitude, 100% effort every 

single lesson and some outstanding work as a result! Well done Ellie! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Taylor L for never giving up in maths and always seeking to improve his 

work; Tom K for making a real effort in maths to improve and participate in the do now task; George T for always 

putting in 100% effort and for improving the working out that he shows in maths. 

Mr McGrath would like to appreciate Dominic J and Charlie M for completing all of his Creative Media 

Coursework! 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Luis C for fantastic focus and excellent contributions in History; Sam S for an 

absolutely fantastic approach to his History lessons - well done; Emily L for an outstanding performance in her 

History assessment - well done! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Thomas H for always having a great attitude to learning in lessons and 

being a genuine pleasure to teach; James C for some excellent analysis of sources in History and showing great 

understanding; Emilie H for showing determination to succeed in History lessons and taking on feedback; Luke R 

for a continued improvement in effort and engagement in History this week; Abi V for always having a great 

attitude to learning in lessons and being a genuine pleasure to teach 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Liam P for always working hard in German lessons; Alex S for impressing me 

this week in French! 

 

 


